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Abstract

Previous studies highlighted spatial compatibility effects other than those strictly arising

from stimulus-response locations. In particular, the so-called Destination Compatibility (DC)

effect refers to faster responses for dynamic (i.e., moving) stimuli the end point of which is

spatially compatible with the response key. Four experiments examined whether the DC

effect also occurs with static visual stimuli symbolically representing either motion destina-

tion alone (Experiment 1a), or both motion origin and destination (Experiments 1b, 2a, and

2b). Overall, our results are consistent in showing a DC effect; most importantly, the present

findings reveal a predominance of the effect of destination of motion over that of origin, even

when both the starting and ending positions of the stimulus are symbolically represented

and participants are instructed to respond according to motion origin. This finding suggests

that the DC effect is independent from other stimulus-response compatibility (SRC) effects.

Introduction

Motion conveys information that might be critical for human beings. For instance, in sports,

such as a typical volleyball match, one might focus visual attention on the opposing players’

motions as well as on the ball’s motion after an opposing player hits it in order to determine

the planning and execution of the resulting reception action. However, does motion need to

be unfolding to be helpful to plan and execute a response? And does motion destination out-

weigh motion origin or viceversa? The present study seeks responses to these questions by

using a stimulus-response compatibility (SRC) paradigm with a choice reaction task.

The spatial stimulus-response compatibility effect refers to faster and more accurate

responses when a certain spatial arrangement of the stimulus is compatible with the spatial

arrangement of the response [1, 2; see also 3, 3]. For example, people are faster and more accu-

rate at responding to a sensory stimulation appearing on the right of their body’s midline with

a response-key positioned on the right rather than on the left [5]. This effect is found even

when the spatial arrangement of the stimulus is irrelevant to the task. For example, in the

Simon effect [6, 7; see also 3, 4] discriminating a non-spatial characteristic of the stimulus,

such as color or shape, produces faster and more accurate responses if a right-positioned stim-

ulus requires a response with a right rather than a left key.
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Research highlighted spatial compatibility effects other than those strictly arising from the

overlap of stimulus-response locations. Hommel [8] investigated the spatial compatibility

effect concerning stimulus location and the location of the effect the subject aims to produce

(i.e., spatial stimulus-effect compatibility). In his study it has been demonstrated a response

facilitation when there is the intention to produce an effect (e.g., turn on a light) on a side

opposite to that of responding and the stimulus and effect sides overlap. More specifically, par-

ticipants responded faster to the pitch of target tones through left- and right-hand keypresses

when these tones were delivered through a loudspeaker located on the same side as the light

lighting up as a result of the response.

Even more relevant to the aim of the present study, Ansorge [9] investigated the spatial

compatibility relationship concerning the intention to produce a left-right motion and the

response location (i.e., spatial intention-response compatibility), whereas Kunde [10] exam-

ined the spatial compatibility relationship concerning the effect resulting from a certain action

and the response location (i.e., response-effect compatibility). Specifically, Ansorge [9] pre-

sented participants with a central stimulus, either the letter H or T, and asked them to move it

toward the right or the left on the screen by pressing one of the two mouse keys. The author

found that responses were faster when people had to press a key located in the same direction

as the intended motion. On the other hand, Kunde [10] asked participants to discriminate the

color of a centrally presented circular dot by pressing one of four horizontally aligned keys

(one for each of four possible colors). As a result of the key press, one of four horizontally

aligned boxes presented on the screen above the keys became white. Results showed faster

responses when the position of the box turning white and the response key were compatible

(i.e., one above the other) rather than incompatible (i.e., one adjacent to the other). Therefore,

both the intention to produce a certain motion and the consequences or effects of certain

actions spark off spatial compatibility effects. In a similar vein, Scerrati, D’Ascenzo, Lugli, Iani,

Rubichi, and Nicoletti [11] showed that the spatial compatibility between action-effects and

response is able to counteract the spatial compatibility between object-manipulation and

response. More specifically, the compatibility effect between handle and response did not

emerge if the effect of the action was expected to occur on the horizontal axis, that is contralat-

eral to the object’s grasping handle. However, the compatibility effect did emerge if the effect

was expected on the vertical axis. This result indicates a crucial role of the functional compo-

nent of graspable objects in the occurrence of compatibility effects between object-manipula-

tion and response.

Importantly, all these findings provide support to the common coding hypothesis of intention
and action [12, 13], and the theory of event coding [TEC: 14] that in line with the ideomotor
principle [15; see also 16 for an earlier formulation of the same principle] assume that we repre-

sent our intentions and actions in terms of their anticipated sensory consequences [see also

17–19]. Accordingly, a common representational code is shared by perceived stimuli and gen-

erated actions. Therefore, effects can act as stimuli that, although being irrelevant to the task or

situation, are being processed and are able to influence responses [see 20 for a review].

Further evidence shows an effect of the destination of apparent motion on response.

Michaels [21] demonstrated that responding to stimuli that move left and right on the screen

is easier when the response is performed with a joystick spatially compatible with the direction

of motion, i.e., a destination compatibility (DC) effect. Proctor, Van Zandt, Lu, and Weeks

[22] extended this finding by showing the emergence of the DC effect with keypress responses,

regardless of whether motion was conveyed by a stimulus that expanded, contracted, or

changed position on screen. Importantly, they found a similar effect by using static arrow sti-

muli to represent destinations. To illustrate, in their Experiment 5 rather than signalling

motion destination with motion on screen of one of two squares, two static squares appeared
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on the computer screen, and after an interval, an arrow appeared inside one square. The arrow

pointed at either the ipsilateral or contralateral response location. It is well known that the

arrows indicate a certain location in much the same way as does the direction of motion since

compatibility effects have been shown with centrally located arrows pointing left and right

[23–25]. Indeed, their results showed a DC effect for static arrows stimuli.

Furthermore, Tagliabue, Falciati, Umiltà, and Massaccesi [26] investigated destinations, i.e.,

the effects that the action produces, in an ecological setting. Indeed, the authors used moving

stimuli in the context of a simulated, familiar, everyday behavior, namely driving a car. Partici-

pants had to push a joystick either toward a lit-up traffic light or in the opposite direction

depending on whether the light was green or red. In the Coordinated Information condition,

the car turned in the same direction in which the joystick was moved (i.e., it turned right if

people pushed their joystick to the right and it turned left if people pushed their joystick to the

left). In the Uncoordinated Information condition, the car turned in the opposite direction

than where the joystick was moved (i.e., it turned right if people pushed their joystick to the

left and it turned left if people pushed their joystick to the right). Consistent with the destina-

tion-response compatibility hypothesis, they found a facilitation in making a car turning left

or right by moving a joystick in the direction spatially compatible with the car’s motion direc-

tion, that is, in the condition with coordinated information, indicating facilitated responding

when there is correspondence between the direction in which the hand moves and the destina-

tion to be reached. More recently, Classen and Kibele [27]

More recently, Classen and Kibele [27] investigated the visual perception of approaching or

departing movements of inanimate objects (i.e., spheres) and real people in a three-dimen-

sional space. The response buttons were near and far from the observer, and the task-relevant

information was color change in the video. Although the direction of movement was irrelevant

information for the purposes of the task, the authors found a DC effect with both types of sti-

muli. That is, participants responded faster when the direction of movement of the dynamic

stimulus matched the spatial location of the required response. Importantly, in the discussion

the authors suggest the possible presence of a weighting mechanism of static and dynamic spa-

tial information with stronger weighting for the former type of information. Specifically, they

suggest that "static position information of the stimulus is more similar to the spatial features

of the demanded response since pressing a key on a fixed location does not involve substantial

dynamics" [p. 141].

The studies by Tagliabue et al. [26] and that by Classen and Kibele [27] converge in demon-

strating a DC effect in the case of dynamic stimuli. Both studies are also characterized by an

effort to pursue new possibilities for the expansion of experimental research on attentional

processes—overcoming the limitations of traditional research, which is characterized by the

artificiality of the procedures and scenarios proposed. In our work we maintain a commitment

to lead experimental research toward greater ecological validity and to explore phenomena

that have an impact on our everyday behaviors (in our case, the field investigated is that of

sports as we focus on a typical volleyball match). With respect to these two studies, however,

we go further: indeed, our goal is to examine whether the DC effect persists even in the case of

static visual stimuli that symbolically represent the destination of movement.

This consistent body of evidence suggests that motion perception affects the planning,

selection and execution of responses. However, previous studies focused on motion either as

the consequence of participants’ actions [e.g., 9, 26] or as evoked by dynamic (i.e., moving) sti-

muli displayed on screen [e.g., 21, 27; but see 22 for a different approach with arrow stimuli].

Furthermore, as far as we know, no previous study compared the effects of motion origin (i.e.,

starting position of the stimulus) and destination (i.e., ending position of the stimulus) on

response with static visual stimuli, which are not arrows. Therefore, three overlooked issues
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deserve a systematic investigation: 1) whether a DC effect is observed when motion destination

is independent from participants’ intentions and actions contrary to when the participant’s

response makes stimuli changing on screen [e.g., 9, 26]; 2) whether a DC effect can also be elic-

ited by a static stimulus, which, however, is not an arrow as in [22] but a simple line suggesting

the trajectory of an object’s motion; 3) what happens when the DC effect is pitted against the

effect of motion origin. To address these issues, we conducted four experiments. Experiment

1a was devoted to test whether a symbolically represented object destination that appears on

screen independently from the participant response action, and which is not an arrow is able

to influence response. Experiment 2a was conceived to compare the effect of the destination of

motion with that of the origin of motion to control for potential effects of spatial information.

Experiments 1b and 2b aimed at further testing the results obtained from Experiments 1a and

2a, respectively and were conducted online [e.g., 28–30].

Experiment 1a

In Experiment 1a, participants were presented with static pictures of a volleyball court where an

attack action was unfolding. The ball trajectory was represented by a static diagonal line that

appeared below a central volleyball ball and could be oriented to the left or right of the court.

Depending on the assigned group, participants had to respond to the predicted ball destination

(Destination-Instructions group) or to the predicted position of the opposing player’s hand that

hit the ball (Hand-Instructions group) by pressing either a spatially-compatible (compatible ses-

sion) or a spatially-incompatible (incompatible session) key on the keyboard. In the Destina-

tion-Instructions group we expect to find a spatial DC effect (i.e., faster responses for spatially

compatible than incompatible destination and response) even if participants’ response does not

trigger a motion on screen, and no dynamic stimulus was used. Conversely, in the Hand-

Instructions group we expect to observe a spatial compatibility effect concerning the predicted

position of the opposing player’s hand and the response, due a shift of participants visual atten-

tion to the opposite side than the ball destination as required by instructions.

Method

Participants. We calculated the sample size required to achieve 60% power [31–33] to

detect a significant main effect of Spatial compatibility (compatible, incompatible) with the

G�power 3.1 [34] software. With a medium effect size f = 0.25 [35], the power calculation rec-

ommended a total sample size of at least 22 participants. The same calculation was used in the

following experiments where the same predictions were tested.

Twenty-four students from the University of Bologna (18 women; mean age = 20.4 years,

SD = 1.4) took part in this experiment voluntarily. One participant was excluded from the

sample because he took several breaks during the practice and interrupted the experiment

after a while. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and two of them

reported themselves as being left-handed. They were not volleyball players or volleyball train-

ers and they were naive as to the purpose of the experiment.

This and the following experiments were conducted in accordance with the ethical stan-

dards laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki and fulfilled the ethical standard procedure rec-

ommended by the Italian Association of Psychology (AIP). All procedures were approved by

the ethics committee of the University of Bologna (Approval number 322426). All participants

gave their written informed consent to participate.

Material and apparatus. In order to represent a volleyball court, two versions of the same

image were created by using Microsoft Power Point. Both consisted of a vertically aligned rect-

angle (height: 12 cm, width: 10 cm; 11˚ x 9.5˚ of visual angle) split in two halves by a straight
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horizontal line. At the center of the rectangle, a graphically stylized volleyball ball (height: 0.67

cm, width: 0.67 cm; 0.64˚ x 0.64˚ of visual angle) was shown. A 0.4 cm height line (0.38˚ of

visual angle), with 45-degree tilt, appeared below the ball, on the left or on the right side indi-

cating the trajectory of the ball.

Stimuli were presented on a Dell 22-inch (56 cm) video monitor (refresh rate: 60 Hz; reso-

lution: 1280 × 800 pixels) on a white background. The viewing distance was 60 cm. Stimuli

presentation and responses collection were controlled by E-Prime Professional v2.0 software

(Psychology Software Tools, Inc., Sharpsburg, PA).

Procedure. The experiment was conducted individually in a quiet room where the light

was dimmed. Participants completed a compatible and an incompatible session, each encom-

passing 2 blocks of 120 trials. In each block, images appeared in a randomized order. Each ses-

sion was preceded by a practice phase of 24 trials identical to the experimental ones.

Participants were informed about the beginning and the end of the practice phase and that it

could help them familiarize with the task. The whole experiment lasted approximately 20

minutes.

The instructions described the rectangle as a volleyball court where an attack action was

unfolding, the horizontal line as the net that divided the court, the tilted line as the trajectory

of the ball after an alleged hand, located opposite to the ball trajectory, hit it.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups: the Destination-Instructions

group (N = 12) and the Hand-Instructions group (N = 11). Participants in the Destination-

Instructions group were asked to respond with a response-key on the left (i.e., key 3 from the

top keyboard numbers) if the ball was directed to the left, and with a response-key on the right

(i.e., key 9 from the top keyboard numbers) if the ball was directed to the right in the compati-

ble session. Conversely, in the incompatible session, they were asked to respond with a

response-key on the left (key 3) if the ball was directed to the right, and with a response-key on

the right (key 9) if the ball was directed to the left.

Participants in the Hand-Instructions group were instructed to respond with a response-

key on the left (key 3) if the alleged hand hitting the ball was on the left, and with a response-

key on the right (key 9) if the alleged hand was on the right in the compatible session. Con-

versely, in the incompatible session, they were instructed to respond with a response-key on

the left (key 3) if the alleged hand hitting the ball was on the right, and with a response-key on

the right (key 9) if the alleged hand was on the left. For both Instruction groups (destination,

hand), the order of sessions was counterbalanced across participants.

Each trial began with a fixation cross displayed in the centre of the screen for 600 ms, then

the stimulus appeared at the screen centre for 600 ms. Participants had to respond within the

600 ms frame otherwise their response was not recorded, that trial was considered timed-out

and the next trial appeared on the screen. After each response a feedback (i.e., “correct”,

“incorrect” or “too late”) was provided for 1000 ms.

Results

Practice trials, incorrect responses (3.78% of trials) and omissions (1.49% of trials) were

excluded from the analysis on the response times (RTs). RTs higher and lower than 2 standard

deviations from the participant mean were also excluded (4.69% of trials). No participant was

excluded from the analyses as the single participant’s error rate was generally low (less than

25%) in all four experiments, therefore we had no reason to suspect people misconceived the

task or performed it inattentively.

A mixed ANOVA with the within-subject factor Spatial compatibility (compatible vs.

incompatible) and the between-subjects factor Instructions group (destination vs. hand) was
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conducted on RTs. To note, for this and the following experiments spatial compatibility was

computed between the ball destination and the response location for the Destination-Instruc-

tions group, whereas it was computed between the predicted location of the opponent player’s

hand and the response location for the Hand-Instructions group.

Crucially, there was a significant two-way interaction between Spatial compatibility and

Instructions group, F(1,21) = 109.64, Mse = 14514.54, p< .001, ηp
2 = .839. All other effects

failed to reach significance, Fs < 1. Planned comparisons aimed at comparing spatially-com-

patible and incompatible responses in the two instructions groups (destination, hand) revealed

that for the Destination-Instructions group, compatible responses, i.e. responses given using a

response-key ipsilateral to the ball destination (M: 323 ms SE: 5.9) were faster than incompati-

ble responses (M: 361 ms, SE: 9.1), i.e. responses given using a response-key contralateral to

the ball destination, resulting in a 38 ms significant DC effect, t(11) = 7.17, p< .001. On the

contrary, for the Hand-Instructions group, compatible responses, i.e. responses given using a

response-key ipsilateral to the opposing player’s hand (M: 352 ms SE: 8.1) were slower than

incompatible responses (M: 320 ms SE: 8.9) i.e. responses given using a response-key contra-

lateral to the opposing player’s hand, resulting in a -32 ms significant reversed hand-response

compatibility effect, t(10) = 8.16, p< .001.

A mixed ANOVA with the same factors was conducted on the percentage errors (PEs).

Crucially, there was a significant two-way interaction between Spatial compatibility and

Instructions group, F(1,21) = 11.06, Mse = 84.88, p = .003, ηp
2 = .345. All other effects failed to

reach significance, Fs < 1. Planned comparisons aimed at comparing spatially-compatible and

incompatible responses in the two instructions groups (destination, hand) revealed that for the

Destination-Instructions group, compatible responses, i.e. responses given using a response-

key ipsilateral to the ball destination (M: 2.5% SE: 0.6) tended to be more accurate than incom-

patible responses (M: 4.7%, SE: 1.5), i.e. responses given using a response-key contralateral to

the ball destination. This difference, however, failed to reach statistical significance, t(11) =

1.80, p = .099. On the contrary, for the Hand-Instructions group, compatible responses, i.e.

responses given using a response-key ipsilateral to the opposing player’s hand (M: 5.5%, SE:

0.9) were less accurate than incompatible responses (M: 2.3%, SE: 0.7) i.e. responses given

using a response-key contralateral to the opposing player’s hand, resulting in a -3.2% signifi-

cant reversed hand-response compatibility effect, t(10) = 3.10, p = .011.

Discussion

In the Destination-Instructions group, results showed a spatial DC effect between the symboli-

cally represented ball trajectory, which indicates the destination of the ball, and the response

position. It is worth noting that this effect was obtained despite motion was neither the conse-

quence of a participant’s response action [see, for example, 9, 26 where participants’ responses

made stimuli moving on screen], nor conveyed by dynamic stimuli [see, for example, 21, 27

where moving stimuli were used]. This result suggests that the effects of an object supposed

motion, that is, of an object motion never displayed on screen but the trajectory of which is

symbolically represented on the monitor, can act as stimuli and influence responses, strength-

ening the hypothesis that we represent action in terms of the effects it produces [e.g., 12, 13].

Surprisingly, in the Hand-Instructions group responses were faster and more accurate for

the hand-response spatially incompatible trials than for the hand-response spatially compatible

trials, leading to a reversed hand-response compatibility effect. That is, a spatial DC effect was

observed for this group too. This result seems to suggest that participants in the Hand-Instruc-

tions group ignored the task-relevant spatial information concerning the alleged hand hitting

the ball. That is, despite Hand-Instructions focused participants’ attention on the side opposite
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to that of the ball destination, their attention was anchored to the line symbolically represent-

ing the trajectory of the ball, that is, to the side where they anticipated the ball would end up.

Thus, motion destination seems to be preferentially coded even when people are explicitly

required to attend to motion origin (i.e., the alleged hand hitting the ball).

However, this result might be due to the fact that in Experiment 1 the ball trajectory indicat-

ing motion destination was the only available spatial feature participants could rely on. To

investigate this possibility, we conducted Experiment 1b, where the line indicating the ball tra-

jectory was made symmetrical and superimposed on the ball.

Experiment 1b

Experiment 1a obtained a DC effect with asymmetrical stimuli, that is, stimuli where only the

line indicating the ball trajectory was visible with both instructions types: those emphasizing

motion destination and those emphasizing motion origin. Experiment 1b aims at testing

whether a DC effect occurs using symmetrical stimuli. To this end, we revised our stimuli such

that the line indicating the ball trajectory, rather than appearing on the left or on the right

below the volleyball ball, is superimposed on it and comes out of the same length upward and

downward the ball. Ball destination was indicated by the dash. Experiment 1b was a web-based

Experiment due to the intervening pandemic circumstances.

Method

Participants. Twenty-four students from the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia

(17 women; mean age = 22.1 years, SD = 6.2) participated in Experiment 1b. One of them

reported himself as being left-handed. They were selected with the same criteria adopted for

Experiment 1a.

Material and apparatus. The stimuli were the same as in Experiment 1a except that one

unique line indicating both motion origin and destination now appeared centrally, superimposed

on the volleyball ball. A 1.2 cm height line (1.14˚ of visual angle), with 45-degree tilt, appeared on

the ball from left to right or from right to left, indicating both the hitting hand (top) and the trajec-

tory of the ball (bottom; see Fig 1, top-right Panel, for a schematic representation of the stimulus).

We used the Gorilla Experiment Builder (www.gorilla.sc) to create and host our web-based

experiment [37, 38]. Automated procedures ensured that participants were all using a desktop

computer and automatically rejected participants who took more than 2 hours to complete the

task. To minimize potential distractions, participants were invited to carry out the experiment

in a quiet place and to avoid the manipulation of any object throughout the task. In addition,

before starting participants were asked to close background apps, software and all browser

windows except for that of the experiment.

Responses were emitted by pressing the “e” (left) and “o” (right) keys of a QWERTY key-

board without the numeric pad, and the “y” (left) and “p” (right) keys of a QWERTY keyboard

with the numeric pad.

Design and procedure. The design and procedure were the same as in Experiment 1a.

Results

Practice trials, incorrect responses (5.63% of trials) and omissions (2.99% of trials) were

excluded from the analysis on the response times (RTs). RTs higher and lower than 2 standard

deviations from the participant mean were also excluded (4.73% of trials).

As in Experiment 1a, a mixed ANOVA with Spatial compatibility (compatible vs. incompat-

ible) and Instructions group (destination vs. hand) was conducted on RTs. The main effect of

Spatial compatibility was significant, F(1,22) = 6.01, Mse = 1.60, p = .023, ηp
2 = .215, indicating
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that compatible responses, i.e. responses given using a response-key ipsilateral to either the

ball destination (in the Destination-Instructions group) or the opposing player’s hand (in the

Hand-Instruction group) were faster (M: 392 ms SE: 6.4) than incompatible responses (M: 401

ms, SE: 6.0), i.e. responses given using a response-key contralateral to either the ball destina-

tion (in the Destination-Instructions group) or the opposing player’s hand (in the Hand-

Instruction group). All other effects failed to reach significance, Fs < 1.

A mixed ANOVA with the same factors was conducted on the percentage errors (PEs). The

main effect of Spatial compatibility was significant, F(1,22) = 8.72, Mse = .362, p = .007, ηp
2 =

.284, indicating that compatible responses, i.e. responses given using a response-key ipsilateral

to either the ball destination (in the Destination-Instructions group) or the opposing player’s

hand (in the Hand-Instruction group) were more accurate (M: 4.3%, SE: 0.8) than

Fig 1. A schematic representation of the stimuli used across the four experiments (Top-left Panel = Experiment 1a;

Top-right Panel = Experiment 1b; Bottom-left Panel = Experiment 2a; Bottom-right Panel = Experiment 2b). Note that

only the condition with the right trajectory of the ball is reported. Elements in the present figure are not drawn to scale.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0281829.g001
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incompatible responses (M: 6.8%, SE: 1.4), i.e. responses given using a response-key contralat-

eral to either the ball destination (in the Destination-Instructions group) or the opposing play-

er’s hand (in the Hand-Instruction group). All other effects failed to reach significance, Fs < 1.

Despite the interaction between Spatial compatibility and Instructions group failed to reach

significance (p = .920, p = .839 for RTs and PEs, respectively), for the sake of completeness and

to comply with our hypotheses aimed at testing the robustness of the DC effect when pitted

against the effect of motion origin, planned comparisons were conducted on the magnitude of

the Spatial-compatibility effects (mean response time/percentage errors on incompatible trials

minus mean response time/percentage errors on compatible trials), separately for each

Instruction group for both dependent variables (RTs and PEs). RTs showed a significant DC

effect of 9 ms in the Destination-instruction group, t(11) = 2.35, p = .038, and a non-significant

hand-response compatibility effect of 9 ms in the Hand-instruction group, t(11) = 1.39, p =

.189. PEs showed a significant DC effect of 2.7% in the Destination-instruction group, t(11) =

2.69, p = .021, and a non-significant hand-response compatibility effect of 2.3% in the Hand-

instruction group, t(11) = 1.69, p = .118. Therefore, these additional exploratory t-tests suggest

there was a DC effect for the Destination instruction group only, but since the interaction with

Instructions group failed to show significance we should take the absence of a hand-response

compatibility effect in the Hand-instruction group as only weak evidence (though, see the

Alternative analyses in the S1 File section).

Discussion

Results from Experiment 1b showed a main effect of Spatial compatibility.

Therefore, Experiment 1b seems to indicate that the stimulus arrangement may have a

somewhat impact on the relevance of the ball destination when participants are instructed to

respond to the position of the hitting hand since, unlike in Experiment 1a, a DC effect was not

observed in the Hand-Instructions group with a symmetrical stimulus. It is worth noting that

in Experiment 1b the stimulus arrangement did not separate motion origin from motion desti-

nation potentially causing ambiguity of spatial information. The following experiment aims at

settling this issue.

Experiment 2a

Experiment 1a demonstrated a spatial DC effect even when the instructions required partici-

pants to focus attention on the opposite side than the ball destination (Hand-Instructions

group). In contrast, Experiment 1b showed a main effect of Spatial compatibility suggesting

the stimulus arrangement may drive a origin-to-response compatibility effect when the

instructions focus participants’ attention on motion origin and the stimulus is symmetrical.

However, these results might be the consequence of an uneven availability of spatial informa-

tion (as in Experiment 1a) or of a stimulus arrangement that did not separate motion origin

from motion destination information (as in Experiment 1b). Therefore, in Experiment 2a we

revised our stimuli such that both the ball trajectory (i.e., motion destination) and the oppos-

ing player’s hand (i.e., motion origin) were shown but they were indicated by separate lines.

We expect to find an effect of the ball destination in the Destination-Instructions group and

an effect of the hitting hand in the Hand-Instructions group.

Method

Participants. Thirty-two students from the University of Bologna (21 women; mean

age = 20.9 years, SD = 2.0) took part in Experiment 2a. One of them reported himself as being

left-handed. They were selected with the same criteria adopted for the previous experiments.
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Material and apparatus. The stimuli were the same as in Experiment 1a except that two

lines of identical length now appeared, one below and one above the volleyball ball. A 0.4 cm

height line (0.38˚ of visual angle), with 45-degree tilt, appeared below the ball, on the left or on

the right side, indicating the trajectory of the ball; moreover a 0.4 cm width line (0.38˚ of visual

angle), with 45 degree tilt, appeared above the ball, on the right or on the left side, indicating

the hitting hand (see Fig 1 bottom-left Panel). The apparatus was identical to that in Experi-

ment 1a.

Design and procedure. The design and procedure were the same as in Experiment 1a.

Results

Practice trials, incorrect responses (3.62% of trials) and omissions (1.71% of trials) were

excluded from the analysis on the response times (RTs). RTs higher and lower than 2 standard

deviations from the participant mean were also excluded (5.02% of trials).

As in previous experiments, a mixed ANOVA with Spatial compatibility (compatible vs.

incompatible) and Instructions group (destination vs. hand) was conducted on RTs. Crucially,

there was a significant two-way interaction between Spatial compatibility and Instructions
group, F(1,30) = 7.58, Mse = 2282.76, p = .010, ηp

2 = .202. All other effects failed to reach signif-

icance, Fs < 2.10, ps > .157. Planned comparisons aimed at comparing spatially-compatible

and incompatible responses in the two instructions groups (destination, hand) revealed that

for the Destination-Instructions group, compatible responses, i.e. responses given using a

response-key ipsilateral to the ball destination (M: 345 ms SE: 7.7) were faster than incompati-

ble responses (M: 364 ms, SE: 10.0), i.e. responses given using a response-key contralateral to

the ball destination, resulting in a 18 ms significant DC effect, t(15) = 2.68, p = .017. On the

contrary, for the Hand-Instructions group, compatible responses, i.e. responses given using a

response-key ipsilateral to the opposing player’s hand (M: 352 ms SE: 6.1) were slightly slower

than incompatible responses (M: 346 ms SE: 7.5) i.e. responses given using a response-key con-

tralateral to the opposing player’s hand, resulting in a -6 ms non-significant reversed hand-

response compatibility effect, t(15) = 1.04, p = .311.

An ANOVA with the same factors was conducted on the percentage errors. The interaction

between Spatial compatibility and Instructions group failed to reach significance, F = 3.36, p =

.077. All other effects were non significant, Fs< 1.

Discussion

Results from Experiment 2a replicated a DC effect between the symbolically represented ball

trajectory, indicating the ball destination, and the response position in the Destination-

Instructions group.

Despite instructions in the Hand-Instructions group explicitly oriented participants’ atten-

tion on the task-relevant hand stimulus, that now was visible and separated from the line rep-

resenting the ball destination no spatial compatibility effect concerning the opposing player’s

hand and the response was observed. This result seems to indicate that neither the instructions,

nor the stimulus set suffice to divert participants’ attention from spatial information on stimu-

lus destination when the stimulus is symmetrical and motion origin is separated from motion

destination. Therefore, attention seems to be automatically oriented towards the destination of

the stimulus even if other task-relevant spatial information is available, that is, even if a line of

identical length, indicating motion origin (i.e., the location of the opposing player’s hand), is

visible. Results concerning the Hand-Instructions group from Experiment 2a suggest that the

combined impact of instructions and stimulus set somehow diminished the relevance of the

ball destination, echoing results from Experiment 1b. Contrary to Experiment 1b, however, in
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Experiment 2a separating motion origin from motion destination led participants being not

capable to shift their attentional focus from motion destination to motion origin in the Hand-

Instruction group since no motion origin compatibility effect occurred [see 39 for insights on

the orienting of spatial attention during action observation]. The lack of the hand-response

effect in the Hand-Instruction group supports the null hypothesis as it will be revealed by a

subsequent Bayesian t-test (see Additional Analysis section). This finding suggests a predomi-

nance of the effect of destination of motion over that of origin by further supporting the com-
mon coding hypothesis. However, considering that neither a DC effect nor a hand-response

compatibility effect was observed in the Hand-Instructions group in Experiment 2a, it is likely

that perceptual features play some role in modulating the occurrence of DC effects.

Experiment 2b

Although Experiment 2a suggests that motion destination overrides motion origin, this result

may stem from subjects feeling inclined to envision themselves as being a player at the bottom

of the court. If so, it could be that the visual information at the bottom of the screen was more

visually salient to participants. To exclude this possibility, we conducted Experiment 2b where

participants were presented the same stimulus setting as in Experiment 2a but the volleyball

court was flipped such that the ball trajectory was presented upward and the hitting hand was

presented downward. Experiment 2b was a web-based Experiment due to the intervening pan-

demic circumstances.

Method

Participants. Sixteen students from the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia and

from the University of Bologna (10 women; mean age = 28.5 years, SD = 9.0) took part in

Experiment 2b. All reported themselves as being right-handed. They were selected with the

same criteria adopted for previous experiments.

Material and apparatus. The stimuli were the same as in Experiment 2a except that the

volleyball court was flipped. A 0.4 cm width line (0.38˚ of visual angle), with 45-degree tilt,

appeared below the ball, on the left or on the right side, indicating the hand hitting the ball;

moreover a 0.4 cm height line (0.38˚ of visual angle), with 45 degree tilt, appeared above the

ball, on the right or on the left side, indicating the trajectory of the ball (see Fig 1 bottom-right

Panel). All other details were the same as in Experiment 1b.

Design and procedure. The design and procedure were the same as in previous

experiments.

Results

Practice trials, incorrect responses (3.20% of trials) and omissions (1.48% of trials) were

excluded from the analysis on the response times (RTs). RTs higher and lower than 2 standard

deviations from the participant mean were also excluded (4.86% of trials).

As in previous experiments, a mixed ANOVA with Spatial compatibility (compatible vs.

incompatible) and Instructions group (destination vs. hand) was conducted on RTs. The main

effect of Spatial compatibility was significant, F(1,14) = 15.69, Mse = 223.76, p = .001, ηp
2 =

.528, indicating that compatible responses, i.e. responses given using a response-key ipsilateral

to either the ball destination (in the Destination-Instructions group) or the opposing player’s

hand (in the Hand-Instruction group) were faster (M: 372 ms SE: 8.3) than incompatible

responses (M: 393 ms, SE: 9.5), i.e. responses given using a response-key contralateral to either

the ball destination (in the Destination-Instructions group) or the opposing player’s hand (in

the Hand-Instruction group). In addition, there was a significant two-way interaction between
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Spatial compatibility and Instructions group, F(1,14) = 5.53, Mse = 1239.25, p = .034, ηp
2 = .283.

The effect of Instructions group failed to reach significance, F< 1. Planned comparisons aimed

at comparing spatially-compatible and incompatible responses in the two instructions groups

(destination, hand) revealed that for the Destination-Instructions group, compatible

responses, i.e. responses given using a response-key ipsilateral to the ball destination (M: 363

ms SE: 8.9) were faster than incompatible responses (M: 396 ms, SE: 13.2), i.e. responses given

using a response-key contralateral to the ball destination, resulting in a 33 ms significant DC

effect, t(7) = 3.81, p = .007. On the contrary, for the Hand-Instructions group, compatible

responses, i.e. responses given using a response-key ipsilateral to the opposing player’s hand

(M: 381 ms SE: 14.1) were slightly faster than incompatible responses (M: 389 ms SE: 13.7) i.e.

responses given using a response-key contralateral to the opposing player’s hand, resulting in a

8 ms non-significant hand-response compatibility effect, t(7) = 1.42, p = .196.

An ANOVA with the same factors was conducted on the percentage errors. No main effects

or interactions were significant, Fs < 1.

Discussion

Results from Experiment 2b further replicated a DC effect between the ball destination and the

response position in the Destination-Instructions group.

Conversely, in the Hand-Instructions group, neither a DC effect nor a spatial compatibility

effect concerning the opposing player’s hand and the response were observed. It is worth not-

ing that there was a numerical tendency towards a compatibility effect between the opposing

player’s hand and the response of 8 ms that, however, was non-significant.

Therefore, Experiment 2b, in line Experiments 1b and 2a, seems to suggest that the stimulus

setting (i.e., a symmetrical line indicating both motion origin and destination in Experiment

1b; separate lines indicating motion origin upward and motion destination downward in

Experiment 2a; separate lines indicating motion origin downward and motion destination

upward in Experiment 2b) may exert an extra influence by weakening the relevance of the ball

destination, though being unable to fully divert participants from motion destination as also

suggested by Experiments 2a. This may be the reason why a compatibility effect between the

opposing player’s hand and the response did not emerge in the last two experiments. This find-

ing strengthens the idea of a predominance of the effect of destination of motion over that of

origin and further supports the common coding hypothesis, suggesting that we represent

actions in terms of their consequences.

Additional analysis

Bayesian t-test. We performed a Bayesian t-test aimed at testing whether the absence of a sig-

nificant difference between the Compatible and Incompatible conditions in the Hand-Instruc-

tion group for Experiments 2a and 2b can be taken as evidence in favor of the null hypothesis.

Indeed, based on the procedure of null hypothesis significance testing (NHST), the null

hypothesis can never be accepted, one just fails to reject it. The Bayesian t-test [40] was per-

formed on combined data from the two experiments. We used R [41] with the "Bayes factor"

library and the default Jeffreys-Zellner-Slow (JZS) prior to compare the probability of the null

and the alternate hypothesis (Ho, H1, respectively) relative to the absence of a significant differ-

ence between the Compatible and Incompatible conditions. We found that the Bayes factor

(BFo1) expressing the probability of the data given Ho (i.e., no difference) relative to H1 (i.e.,

difference) was BFo1 = 4.5 [42, 43]. That is, Ho is 4 and a half times more likely than H1. This

results further suggests the absence of a significant Origin compatibility effect in the Hand-

instruction group.
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General discussion

The present study shows a DC effect [e.g., 21, 27] with static visual stimuli symbolically repre-

senting an object’s motion destination. This effect was obtained across four experiments, in

the absence of dynamic stimuli [see 21, 27 where moving stimuli were used], and despite

motion was not the consequence of a participant’s response action [see 9, 26 where partici-

pants’ responses made stimuli moving on screen]. More specifically, the effect was obtained

with an asymmetrical lateralized line suggesting the ball trajectory (Experiment 1a); a symmet-

rical line superimposed on the central ball and indicating motion origin (upward) contralateral

to motion destination (downward) (Experiment 1b); two separate lines indicating motion ori-

gin (top line) and destination (bottom line) such that participants could envision themselves

as being a player at the bottom of the court (Experiment 2a); two separate lines indicating

motion origin (bottom line) and destination (top line) such that participants could envision

themselves as being a player at the top of the court (Experiment 2b). Overall, these results sug-

gest that as in other SRC effects [e.g., 44–47] also the symbolically represented effects of an

object’s motion can act as a stimulus source and influence responses, therefore, strengthening

the hypothesis that we represent action in terms of the effects it produces [e.g., 12, 13]. It is

worth noting that unlike previous studies [e.g., 22] we preferred not using arrows to study

potential directional trends of symbolical motion since it is well known that the arrow pro-

duces a spatial compatibility effect for the location it points at [e.g., 22; see also 23–25]. On the

contrary, the effects of simple lines lacking the geometric properties of the arrows was unex-

plored as far as we know.

Furthermore, it is worth highlighting that a DC effect was observed in Experiment 1a

regardless of whether instructions focused participants’ attention on motion origin or destina-

tion, whereas neither a DC effect nor an origin-to-response compatibility effect was observed

when instructions focused participants’ attention on motion origin in 2 out of 3 of the follow-

up experiments (2a, 2b). Crucially, these results seem to speak in favor of a prominence of

motion destination over origin even when both destination and origin are symbolically

depicted, hence perceptually available to participants, and instructions require to respond to

the origin of motion (i.e., the position of the hand hitting the ball). If as highlighted by Bos-

bach, Prinz, and Kerzel [48], people process object motion as a shift of position relative to the

starting position, then it is plausible to assume that the starting position should gain more

weight in a visual context. In fact,the predominance of the effect of destination over that of ori-

gin we observed, even when both the starting and ending positions of the stimulus were sym-

bolically depicted as separate lines (Experiments 2a, 2b), seems to reflect different weighting

mechanisms for different spatial information in a visual context (see [49] for similar results

obtained by manipulating the egocentric versus allocentric action perspective). That is, atten-

tion seems to be automatically oriented towards the destination of a stimulus even when other

task-relevant spatial information is available, i.e., visual cues on motion origin and instruc-

tions-driven hints on attentional focus [36].

Our findings are in line with results from a previous study conducted in our lab [50] show-

ing that performance improved when a centrally displayed, realistic volleyball ball looked as

being headed toward the ipsilateral than the contralateral response key by an opposing player’s

hand. In this study stimuli were still static, thus the ball destination could only be inferred.

Importantly, however, no lateralized symbolic feature, possibly indicating where the ball

would end up, was used. Furthermore, contrary to the present study, there we used a picture of

a volleyball ball and a picture of a real hand to create our stimuli and manipulated them

through Photoshop to suggest the observer the motion direction of the ball (left, right). As it

happens in a classic brick breaker videogame, where a player is able to position a horizontal
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bar according to the anticipated ending position of a sphere bouncing around the screen, par-

ticipants were able to predict the ending position of the volleyball ball in this more ecologically

valid setting. Such effects entail that motion rather than necessarily be unfolding in order to be

helpful to plan and execute a response can also be helpful if just anticipated.

Taken together these findings supports the common coding hypothesis of intention and
action [12, 13], and the broader theory of event coding [TEC: 14; see also 15 and 16 for an ear-

lier version of this theory known as the ideomotor principle] according to which people antici-

pate the cognitive representation of an action consequences. In our experiments people

seemed to weigh motion destination, hence the consequences of certain actions, as more rele-

vant than motion origin. This result argues in favor of a human cognitive attitude to anticipate

action effects. One exception is represented by Experiment 1b showing a main effect of Spatial

compatibility, hence suggesting a origin-compatibility effect may take place in the Hand-

instructions group. Such result may be due to the stimulus arrangement that in Experiment 1b

represents origin and destination of motion through a diagonal, symmetrical continuous line

superimposed on the central ball. Therefore, it is likely that when the line representing the

hand that sets the ball in motion is in continuation with the line indicating the direction of the

ball itself, the spatial information concerning the hand cannot be excluded from processing

and gains more weight, probably because of its physical connection with the direction of

motion, which seems to be the most relevant information in this experimental setting. Future

studies may explore the scientific validity of this explanation and whether a compatibility effect

with origin of motion can be obtained in specific circumstances, i.e., when the opposing play-

er’s hand is shown alone such that no other source of perceptual information could contrast

with it.

In light of these novel findings, along with previous reviewed evidence that instead focuses

on participants anticipation of their own actions’ effects, future research would advance

through the exploration of new paradigms, suitable for the simultaneous manipulation of

expected effects of other’s actions but also of one’s own actions. Their mutual weight could be

investigated through the examination of the temporal dynamics of kinematic markers, in

order to detect cues that are informative not only on movement planning, but also on the sub-

sequent refining phase [i.e., online control: 51, 52]. This would allow for an in-depth analysis

of the re-coding of responses in terms of distal effects of the other’s vs. the agent’s anticipated

action.

Overall, the current study provides evidence in favor of the independence of DC effects

from other SRC effects [e.g., 53].

Supporting information

S1 File. Contains the alternative analyses where spatial compatibility was computed

between the ball destination and the response location in both Instructions groups.
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